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. [1] [2] .
$\bullet$ $\Gamma=$ $(X, R)$ : .
$\bullet$ $X$ : . $R$ : .
$\partial(x, y)$ : 2 $x,$ $y$ , i.e., $x$ $y$
$\bullet$ $D$ :=max{ (x, $y$ ) $|x,$ $y\in X$ } : $\Gamma$ .
$\bullet\Gamma_{:}(x):=\{y\in X|\partial(x,y)=i\}$ . $\Gamma(x)=\Gamma_{1}(x)$ . $(x\in X.|$
$\bullet$ $h$. $=k_{i}^{\wedge}(x):=|\Gamma_{i}$ (x)|. $k=k(x)=k_{1}(x)$ : $x$ . $(x\in X.)$
Definition 1.1 $\Gamma=$ $(X, R)$ $k(x)$ $x$
.
Definition 12 $\Gamma=$ $(X, R)$ :
$i$ $(i=0,1, . . . , D)$ , $i$ 2 $x,$ $y$
$\mathrm{q}$
. $:=|$ I $i-1(x)\cap\Gamma(y)|$ ,






, $\Gamma$ $D$ 3 .
$X$ $Y$ .
$\bullet$ $\Delta(Y):=$ ($Y,$ $R$|YxY): $Y$ .
$\bullet$ $w=w(Y):= \max\{\partial(y, y’)|y, y’\in Y\}$ : $Y$ width.
Example 1.1 $Y=\Gamma(x),$ $x\in X\Rightarrow w(Y)=2$ .
$|X|$ $A_{i}$ :
$(A_{i})_{x,y}=\{$
1 if $\partial$(x, $y$) $=i$ ,
0otherwise,
, $x,$ $y$ $X$ , $i$ $0\leq i\leq D$ .
$A_{1}$ $A$ , $\Gamma$ .
, $Y$ , $\tilde{A}_{i}$ :
$(\tilde{A}_{i})_{x,y}=\{$
1if $\partial$(x, $y$ ) $=i$ and $x,$ $y\in \mathrm{Y}$,
0 otherwise,
, $x,$ $y$ $X$ , \sim $0\leq i\leq D$ .
$\tilde{A}_{1}$ $\tilde{A}$ , $\Gamma$ $Y$ .
$\tilde{A}_{j}=0$ if $j>w$ .
$A$ :




$\Gamma$ $Y$ . $\Delta(Y)$
$\kappa$ $\eta_{0}=\kappa$ . $\eta_{0}$
.
$V=C^{X}$ . $V_{i},$ $E$i, $\tilde{V},\tilde{V}_{i)}E$\tilde i :
$\bullet$ $V_{i}$ : $A$ $\theta_{i}$ .
$E_{i}$ : $V$ $V_{i}$ .
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$\bullet\tilde{V}:=$ {$v\in V|(v)_{x}=0$ if $x\in X-Y.$ }.
$\bullet$
$\overline{V}_{i}$ : $\tilde{A}$ $\eta_{i}$ .
$\bullet\tilde{E}_{i}$ : $\tilde{V}$ $\tilde{V}_{i}$ .
$\mathcal{M}:=\mathrm{S}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}(A_{0}, A1, . . . , A_{D})$ Bose-Mesner
, $\{E_{0}, E_{1}, \ldots, E_{D}\}$ .
$\Gamma$ $\Delta(Y)$
, .
Example 1.2 $\Gamma=J$ (2D, $D$) : the Johnson graph. $Y=\Gamma(x),$ $(x\in X)$ .
$E_{1}\tilde{E}_{2}=0$ , $E$D $\tilde{E}_{1}=0$ . $\cdots$ (*)
$(*)$ $\Gamma$ tight . tight
A. $\mathrm{J}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\check{\mathrm{s}}\mathrm{i}\acute{\mathrm{c}}$, J. Koolen, P. Terwilliger , $Y$
$\Gamma(x)$ . , $Y\neq\Gamma(x)$ $\Gamma$ $Y$ tight
.
Example 1.3 $\Gamma=H$(D, $q$ ) : the Hamming graph. $Y=H(2, q)$ .
$E_{1}\tilde{E}_{2}=0$ , $E_{D}\tilde{E}_{1}=0$ .
$Y$ $\Gamma$ (completely regular code)
(
).
$(*)$ , tight $Y$
. . ,




Definition 2.1 $v_{0}(t),v_{1}(t),$ $\ldots$ , $v_{D}$ (t), $v_{D+1}(t)\in R$ [t] :
$\bullet v_{0}(t)=1$ .
$\bullet$ $tv_{i}(t)=b:-1v\mathrm{i}-1(t)+a_{i}v_{i}(t)+$ ( . $+1^{\mathrm{V}}\mathrm{i}+1$ (t),
, $v_{-1}=0,$ $c_{D+1}=1$ .
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, $v_{i}$ (t) $\backslash ^{\backslash }$ $i$ .
Definition 2.2 $Y$ $X$ . $v\neq 0\in\tilde{V}$ , $\rho v(t)\in$
$R$ [t] :
$\rho_{v}(t)=\frac{1}{|X|}\sum_{j=0}^{D}\frac{{}^{\mathrm{t}}vA_{j}\overline{v}}{{}^{\mathrm{t}}v\overline{v}}\frac{v_{j}(t)}{k_{j}}$ .




$\deg\rho v\leq w(Y)$ .
Remarks. \rho $w$ (Y) .
Example 2.1 $\Gamma=J(8,3)$ . $Y=\Gamma_{3}(x)=J(5,2)$ $(x\in X)$ .
$\Gamma$ :
$\theta_{0}=15,$ $\theta_{1}=7,$ $\theta_{2}=1,$ $\theta_{3}=-3$ ,
$\Gamma$ $Y$ :
$\eta 0=6,\eta 1=1,$ $\eta_{2}=-2.$
(i) $v_{1}\in\tilde{V}_{1}$ : $\eta_{1}=1$ .
$\rho$V1 $(t)=- \frac{30}{7}(t-(-5))(t-15)$ .
$\rho v_{1}$
$\theta_{0}$ .
(ii) $v_{2}\in\tilde{V}_{2}$ : $\eta_{2}=-2$ .











$\rho$v $(\theta_{i})\geq 0$ .
. $\rho v$ 0 .
Corollary 2.2
(i) $\rho$v $(\theta_{:})=0$ for all $v\in\tilde{V}_{j}$ .
(ii) $E_{i}v=0f$\sim \sim r all $v\in\tilde{V}_{j}$ .
(iii) $E_{i}\tilde{E}j=0$ .
, \rho
. \rho width , tight
$(*)$ width .
Remarks , \rho 0 . , \rho v(\mbox{\boldmath $\theta$}
0 , , $\rho v$ . , $\rho v$
, $w$ (Y) . , , $w$ (Y)
$v$ tight . tight $(*)$
, tight .
3 Tight Graphs
Example 3.1 $\Gamma=H(3,3)$ . $Y=H(2,3)$ .
$\Gamma$
$\theta_{0}=6,$ $\theta_{1}=3,$ $\theta_{2}=0,$ $\theta_{3}=-3$ ,
$\Gamma$ $Y$
$\eta_{0}=4,\eta_{1}=1,$ $\eta_{2}=-2$ .
$(i)\backslash v_{1}\in\tilde{V}_{1}$ : $\eta_{1}=1$ .




(ii) $v_{2}\in\tilde{V}_{2}$ : $\eta_{2}=-2$ .
$\rho$V2 $(t)= \frac{8}{9}(t-3)(t-6)$ .
$\rho v_{2}$
$\theta_{0},$ $\theta_{1}$ .
(i), (ii) , , $\rho v_{:}$ $\theta_{0}$ .
, $v_{i}$ ( )
. , $\theta_{D},$ $\theta_{1}$
$E_{D}\tilde{E}_{1}=0,$ $E_{1}\tilde{E}_{2}=0$ ,
, tight $(*)$ . ,
(Example 2.1 (i) ). , Example 3.1 $v_{1},$ $v_{2}$ tight
, tight , tight
.
.
Definition 3.1 $v\neq 0\in\tilde{V}$ tight :
$|\{\theta\in\Theta|\rho_{v}(\theta)=0\}|=w(Y)$ ,
, \rho $w$ . , $\Theta:=$ $\{\theta 0, \theta_{1}, \ldots, \theta_{D}\}$ .
: $v$ tight ,
$\deg\rho v=w(Y)$ .
tight $v$ \rho .
tight tight :
Definition 3.2 $\Delta(Y)$ . , $\Gamma$ $Y$
tight t : $\tilde{V}\cap$ $0[perp]$ tight .
, Example 2.1 $v_{1}$ tight , $Y$ tight
. , Example 3.1 $Y$ tight .
$1_{Y}$ $Y$ ($Y$ 1 0 ) . $\tilde{V}\cap\tilde{V}_{0}^{1}$
$v$ $1_{Y}$ , $E_{0}v=0$ . , $\rho v(\theta_{0})=0$
. , $\rho v$ . , $1_{Y}$ tight
. , $1_{Y}$ tight
.
0) $\lceil \mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}$ $\overline{7}7$ $e$ , $\lceil \mathrm{Y}$
. , .
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4 The Case of Width 2
width 2 $Y$ tight .
4.1 Local Eigenvalues
Proposition 4.1 $Y$ .
(i) $\Gamma$ $Y$ tight .
(ii) T 2 , $\tilde{\theta}_{1},$ $\theta_{D}$ . ,
$\tilde{\theta}:=-$ l $- \frac{b_{1}}{1+\theta}$
.
Sketch of the Proof.) $(i)\Rightarrow(ii)v\in\tilde{V}\cap\tilde{V}_{0}^{[perp]}$ .




$\rho v(\theta)=0$ if and only if $\eta=-1-\frac{b_{1}}{1+\theta}$ .
. $\eta$ $v$ ( $(ii)\Rightarrow(i)$ ).
$\bullet\hat{\urcorner},$ de(lf)v $=2$ \mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}‘‘ , \rho , – $\theta_{0}$ ,
$\theta$ , $\tilde{\theta}$ .
$\bullet$ , $\rho v$ , :
$\rho$v $(\theta)\geq 0$ for all $\theta\in\Theta$ .
, $\theta_{0}$ ,
$\theta_{1}$ $\theta_{D}$ . 2 f
$\tilde{\theta}_{1},$ $\theta_{D}^{-}$ .
,
. , width ?
.
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4.2 The Fundamental Inequality
, $Y$ $w(Y)=2$ $\Delta(Y)$ $\kappa$ . , $|Y|=l$ .





$( \theta_{1}+ 1+\frac{b_{1}}{\kappa+1})(\theta_{D}+ 1+\frac{b_{1}}{\kappa+1})+\frac{l\kappa b_{1}^{2}}{(\kappa+1)^{2}(l-\kappa-1)}\geq 0$ . $\cdots(**)$
, $(*)$ $\Gamma$ $Y$ tight
.
Proposition 4.2
(i) $\Gamma$ $Y$ tight ,
(ii) $(**)$ .
$l=k,$ $\kappa$ =a1 , $Y=\Gamma(x)$ $(**)$ . , $/\mathit{3}J$
, Proposition tight . , $‘ {}^{t}tight$ ”
.
4.3 Strongly Regularity of $\triangle$ (Y)
, $Y$ $w(Y)=2$ $\Delta(Y)$ $\kappa$ .
$\Delta(Y)$ $\Gamma$ , $\Delta(Y)$
. , $dth$ 2 .
Lemma 4.3 $\Gamma$ .
(i) $\Gamma$ 2 .
(ii) $\Gamma$ , , $D=2$ .
Lemma , tight T 2 , :
Theorem 4.4 $\Delta(Y)$ $w(Y)=2$ .
(i) $\Gamma$ $Y$ tight .
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(ii) $\Delta(Y)$ , $\overline{\theta}_{1}$ , 6 .
$\Delta(Y)$ $\Delta(Y)=coclique$
$\Gamma$ $bipa\hslash ite$ $\Gamma$ $Y$ tight
, $\Delta(Y)$ ( ) .
5 Tightness of $\mathrm{i}_{Y}$





$\rho_{1_{\mathrm{Y}}}$ , $i.e.$ ,
$\rho_{1_{Y}}(\theta_{0})\neq 0$ .
$w(Y)=2$ , $1_{\mathrm{Y}}$ tight $\rho_{1_{Y}}$ $\theta_{1}.,$ $\theta_{i-1}(2\leq i\leq D)$
. $\theta_{0}$ .
Example 5.1 $w(Y)=2$ $1_{Y}$ tight :
$\Gamma$ $\mathrm{X}(Y)$ mots of $\rho_{1_{Y}}$
$H(D, q)$ $H(2, q)$ $\theta_{D-1},$ $\theta_{D}$
$J(6,3)$ $J(5,3)$ $\theta_{2_{J}}\theta_{3}$
/ $(6, 3)$ Petersen graph $\theta_{1},$ $\theta_{2}$
$J(7,3)$ (7, 3, 1)-design $\theta_{1},$ $\theta_{2}$
decahedron pentagon $\theta_{3},$ $\theta_{4}$
$\Gamma$ $Y$ tight ,
. , $\rho_{1_{Y}}$ . ,
. $Y$ $\Gamma$ , .
, :
Proposition 5.1[4] $\tau$ $\tau+w(Y)=D$ $Y$ . :




, $f$ tight lrwdliger $\mathcal{T}(Y)$
. , $l\mathit{4}\mathit{1}$ , tight $v$ $\mathcal{T}(Y)$ -module thin module
.
width 2 . , width 3
.
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